
 

Be strong in  the Lord and 
in His mighty power...Take 
up the shield of faith.  
Ephesians 6:10, 16 
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Women Rule, Men Drool? 
 

 In light of the Supreme Court ruling to overturn Roe. Vs Wade, we are starting to hear 
quite the increase of rhetoric claiming that women's rights are being taken away and how 
men should have no say in these issues.  The idea here is that men are once again acting 
like the oppressor over their female counterparts; that really, this is an issue about bodily 
rights and autonomy.  In reality, we are finally seeing a small victory in the battle against 
mass genocide.  This is a moment to celebrate, that in at least some states, innocent children 
made in the image and likeness of God (regardless of their stage of development) will no 
longer be executed before they can even draw breath.  But the enemy is hard at work in our 
world.  He would distort this victory into a messy fight, pitting the children of God against  
themselves in a battle of the sexes that makes no sense.  We were designed to be together 
and help one another. 
 This is nothing new, mind you, but it is always shocking to me.  His strategy, and our 
desire to go along with it is quite perverse.  It seems that the great demonic effort of our 
modern and postmodern age is to try and color parts of humanity as, by their nature, op-
pressive and brutal.  We like to fictionalize and oversimplify history to the point that we are 
somehow comfortable labeling entire swaths of people, irregardless of their behavior, be-
liefs, and intentions, and solely on their immutable characteristics, as the enemy of the poor 
oppressed historical victims.  This may be in the form of men oppressing women, one eth-
nic group oppressing another, etc.  Our news is rife with these messages of mangled truth.  
However, these bad ideas about our common humanity are very easily remedied and 
cleared up by a basic understanding of actual history and a good dose of critical thinking. 
 With that in mind, I would like to give you a small series of excerpts from the book 
“The Everlasting Man” by G.K. Chesterton.  If you haven't read the book, I would highly 
recommend it as a great piece of peripheral apologetics.  At the very least, its triumph is 
that it helps us to recapture the true identity of mankind (universally) and get us away from 
this modern love of vilifying certain groups while giving others great praise and stature for 
no legitimate reasons. 
       “To-day all our novels and newspapers will be found swarming with numberless allu-
sions to a popular character called a Cave-man.  He seems to be quite familiar to us, not 
only as a public character but as a private character.  His psychology is seriously taken in-
to account in psychological fiction and psychological medicine.  So far as I can understand, 
his chief occupation in life was knocking his wife about, or treating women in general with 
what is, I believe, known in the world of film as 'rough stuff.'  I have never happened to 
come upon the evidence for this idea; and I do not know on what primitive diaries or pre-
historic divorce-reports it is founded.  Nor, as I have explained elsewhere, have I ever been 
able to see the probability of it, even considered a priori.  We are always told without any 
explanation or authority that primitive man waved a club and knocked the woman down 
before he carried her off.  But on every animal analogy, it would seem an almost morbid 
modesty and reluctance, on the part of the lady, always to insist on being knocked down be-
fore consenting to be carried off.  And I repeat that I can never comprehend why, when the 
male was so very rude, the female should have been so very refined.       Continue  on pg 2 
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  The cave-man may have been a brute, but there is no reason why he should have been more bru-
tal than the brutes.  And the loves of the giraffes and the river romance of the hippopotami are ef-
fected without any of the preliminary fracas or shindy...” 
 “...people have been interested in everything about the cave-man except what he did in the 
cave.  Now there does happen to be some real evidence of what he did in the cave.  It is little 
enough, like all the prehistoric evidence, but is concerned with the real cave-man and his cave and 
not the literary cave-man and his club.  And it will be valuable to our sense of reality to consider 
quite simply what that real evidence is, and not to go beyond it.  What was found in the cave was 
not the club, the horrible gory club notched with the number of women it had knocked on the head.  
The cave was not Bluebeard's Chamber filled with the skeletons of slaughtered wives; it was not 
filled with female skulls all arranged in rows and all cracked like eggs.  It was something quite un-
connected, one way or the other, with all the modern phrases and philosophical implications and 
literary rumours which confuse the whole question for us.” 
 “...when illuminated after its long night of unnumbered ages, revealed on its walls large and 
sprawling outlines diversified with coloured earths; and when they followed the lines of them they 
recognized, across that vast and void of ages, the movement and gesture of a man's hand.  They 
were drawings or paintings of animals; and they were drawn or painted not only by a man but by 
an artist.  Under whatever archaic limitations, they showed that love of the long sweeping or the 
long wavering line which any man who has ever drawn or tried to draw will recognize; and about 
which no artist will allow himself to be contradicted by any scientist.  They showed the experi-
mental and adventurous spirit of the artist, the spirit that does not avoid but attempt difficult 
things...” 
 “Now it is needless to note, except in passing, that there is nothing whatever in the atmosphere 
of that cave to suggest the bleak and pessimistic atmosphere of that journalistic cave of the wind, 
that blows and bellows about us with countless echoes concerning the cave-man.  So far as any hu-
man character can be hinted at by such traces of the past, that human character is quite human 
and even humane.  It is certainly not the ideal of an inhuman character, like the abstraction in-
voked in popular science.  When novelists and educationists and psychologists of all sorts talk 
about the cave-man, they never conceive him in connection with anything that is really in the cave.  
When the realist of the sex novel writes, 'Red sparks danced in Dagmar Doubledicks's brain; he 
felt the spirit of the cave-man rising within him,' the novelist's readers would be very much disap-
pointed if Dagmar only went off and drew large pictures of cows on the drawing-room wall.  When 
the psycho-analyst writes to a patient, 'The submerged instincts of the cave-man are doubtless 
prompting you to gratify a violent impulse,' he does not refer to the impulse to paint in water-
colours; or to make conscientious studies of how cattle swing their heads when they graze.  Yet we 
do know for a fact that the cave-man did these mild and innocent things; and we have not the most 
minute speck of evidence that he did any of the violent and ferocious things.  In other words the 
cave-man as commonly presented to us is simply a myth or rather a muddle; for a myth has at least 
an imaginative outline of truth.  The whole of the current way of talking is simply a confusion and 
a misunderstanding, founded on no sort of scientific evidence and valued only as an excuse for a 
very modern mood of anarchy.  If any gentlemen wants to knock a woman about, he can surely be 
a cad without taking away the character of the cave-man, about whom we know next to nothing ex-
cept what we can gather from a few harmless and pleasing pictures on a wall.” 
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Chesterton offers some sagely observations in these few short thoughts alone.  The rest of his 
book is a masterclass in understanding just who we are, instead of who we have been conditioned 
to think about ourselves by the modern anarchists and academics.  And this concept and line of 
thinking applies to us today and our immediate ancestral history.  Are we sinners?  Yes.  Were our 
ancestors sinners?  Yes.  Is humanity nothing but a race of brutes that break down in to the two all 
important groups of our modern age (oppressor and oppressed)?  No!  We are all, individually, 
sinful fallen creatures, made in the image and likeness of God, and offered redemption and resto-
ration in the blood of Christ. 
 Men and women have partnered, since the beginning of creation, to survive and raise families.  
Any theories about our race that tries to re-frame our relationship to one another as male and fe-
male or tries to jettison our common cooperation in history, should be categorically rejected. 
 Do not let the radical and oft demonic views of our fallen world cause you to see your neigh-
bor as something other than your brother and sister in humanity; and for us Christians, as your 
brother and sister in Christ.  We are not oppressed.  We are not oppressors.  We are made free in 
the blood of the Lamb to love one another as Christ has first loved us.  That is who we are and that 
is our relationship to one another.  So support one another as we are called to different, specific, 
and beautiful vocations. 
 
-Pastor 

Cleaning of The Church 

Thank you to Diane Blackwell and the Roehrigs for cleaning the church the week 

of June 4th. Also, thanks to all who helped to clean up after VBS. The new sign up 

sheet is in the fellowship hall. If you are able,  please sign up to take a turn.  

Thank you. 

 Movie Night 

July 14th and 21st 

6:00 PM - 8:00 PM 

(Bring snacks and drinks to share) 

Fellowship  Hosts are still 

needed. 

Please sign up in the  

fellowship hall. 

 Reminder! 

There will be a potluck after each joint  service.  

This month it will be on the 31st. 



 

            Servants For July 
     

      Assistant   Reader   

   7/3      Greg Sullinger     Steve Anderson 

   7/10    Steve Anderson     Linda Lewis 

   7/17    John Roehrig     Barbara Anderson 

   7/24    Jose Beaton              Greg Sullinger 

   7/31    Darrell Pryor      Addison Beaton 

 

 

    Ushers                             Altar Guild 

  José Beaton                 Rachel Marquardt 

  Lydia Rosenthal        Monica Ochola 

  

         Greeter for July  

        None at this time 

   

                          July Birthdays 

         

     7/2  José Beaton Jr.                  7/4 Davenie Beaton 

     7/5  Chad Erdley                      7/ 12 Carol Wallace 

     7/15 Mia Gabhart                    7/ 23  Cruz Beaton   

 Anniversaries 

Matthew and Cara Wegner            7/17/2000  

David and Sandy Futch                   7/7/ 1989            

Mike and Julie Duffy                         7/23/2005 

 Financial Report  

Member News 

Carl L. Wohlschlegel, Sr. received his Crown of Glory on May 26, 2022 
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